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Abstract

Objective: To identify effects of pursed-lip breathing (PLB), forward trunk lean posture (FTLP),  and combined PLB and FTLP on total and 
compartmental lung volumes, and ventilation in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 

Methods: Total and compartmental lung volumes, and ventilation during quiet breathing (QB) and PLB performed in an upright and forward 
trunk lean posture of 16 mild to moderate COPD patients were evaluated using an Optoelectronic plethysmography. End-expiratory lung volume 
and end-inspiratory lung volume were separated into ribcage (EELVRC, EILVRC) and abdomen (EELVAB, EILVAB), respectively. Tidal volume 
(VT) was separated into pulmonary ribcage (VTRCp), abdominal ribcage (VTRCa), and abdomen (VTAB) volume. 

Results: EELVRC was significantly lower in PLBUP than QB-UP and those with FTLP (P<0.05). EILV and EILVRC were significantly greater 
during PLB-FTLP and PLB-UP than those of QB (P<0.05). PLB significantly and positively changed EELVAB, EELV, EILVAB, VTRCp, VTAB, and 
ventilation than QB (P<0.05). UP significantly increased VTRCp, VTAB, and ventilation and decreased EELVAB, EELV, and EILVAB than FTLP 
(P<0.05). 

Conclusion: A combined PLB with upright or FTLP demonstrate a positive change in total and compartmental lung volumes in patients with mild 
to moderate COPD. PLB is more beneficial the QB in improving ventilation than QB.
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